neighbours is applied to the investigation of lattice dynamics and related optical properties in the infrared of chalcopyrite. Compounds ZnSiPz, CdGeP2 and CuAIS2.
The distribution of effective charges between the ions agrees qualitatively with that which follows from Phillips' dielectric theory of ionicity.
IR-active frequencies and the oscillator strengths are in good agreement with the experiment. The most interesting feature of the calculated spectra is the presence of forbidden bands.
A t the present time there is a considerable amount
I ?
of data on the phonon spectra of A " B '~C~ and A'B"'C;' semiconductors which crystallize in the chalcopyrite lattice. The reflectivity and absorption in the infrared (IR) [l, 21, Raman scattering (RS) of polarized light [3, 41 were measured with ZnSiP, crystals. IR-reflectivity measurements were performed with CdGeP, in references [S, 61. F o r CuAIS,, I R and RS measurements were reported in reference 171. There are many experimental data on I R and RS spectra of other ternary semiconductors with chalcopyrite lattice. A group-theoretical analysis and some qualitative conclusions on the phonon spectra of crystals with chalcopyrite lattice were made in [8] .
A unit cell of chalcopyrite lattice contains 8 particles ( Fig. 1 ) yielding 24 branches of phonon spectra. Because of the complexity of spectrum it is necessary to begin the investigation of lattice dynamics with the simplest models of bonding forces between the ions. The model of unpolarizable point-charge ions, linked by a short-range forces seems to be perspective in this respect. This model turned out to be successful in the application to the ion-covalent A"'BV and A1'BV' semiconductors [9-121, which possess a type 1 111 V' of chemical bond related to A " B '~C~~ and A B C2 compounds. We can expect such a model to be suitable for a description of lattice dynamics of ternary compounds under consideration. The radius of short-range forces was restricted by second neighbours in references [9-121. It turned out that first-neighbours force constants are of one order higher in magnitude than second-neighbours parameters. In the present paper the rigid-ion model is used for calculating phonon spectra of ternary inequivalent bonds A"-CV(A1-CV') B'~-C~(B"'-C~'). compounds in the first-neighbours approximation.
The remaining bonds have turned out to be equivalent
In our model the dynamical matrix can be written to above two and the corresponding force-constant as a sum of Coulomb and non-Coulomb terms [13]. matrices can be derived with the help of symmetry The non-Coulomb interaction in the first-neighbours relations. After imposing the necessary restrictions approximation in the chalcopyrite is determined by which follow from the space homogeneity and isotwo force-constant matrices which correspond to tropy and also by using the Huang relation [l31 the matrices of inequivalent bonds take the form Here y = c/a ; c, a are lattice constants, and A , X, y, z, u where the corresponding unit cell is an undistorted are force constants. To obtain eq. (1) Matrices v,, and p,, are given in appendix A. The labelling of particles corresponds to figure 1. Substi-which makes possible an additional check of compututing y = 1, (5 = y = z = u = 0 in eq. (1) we get tation accuracy. Here s and S' denote particles in the equivalent bonds and corresponding force-constants sphalerite unit cell (S = 1, 2). p, v are the numbers of matrices are similar to that describing the first-neigh-particles in chalcopyrite which satisfy the condition bours interaction in sphalerite and AIY [9-121. Three constants A , X, y (6 = z = u = 0, y = 1) givc us two
different matrices "'(E) and q N (i) each 1 being the sphalerite lattice vector which connects of them preserve the form of sphalerite bond matrix. inequivalent particles in the chalcopyrite unit cell. Hence parameters z and u describe asymnletry of In the 10% wave limit k + 0 (k is the wave vector) sphalerite bonds caused by the transition to the the calculated Coulomb sums take the form chalcopyrite lattice.
The 
where e, is the charge of pth ion. The use of electrical neutrality condition for the unit cell e: (, ) + e;(III) + 2 e;(vl) = 0 (2) gives two charge parameters of the model in addition to five force constants. In the calculation of the Coulomb part of dynamical matrix the real structure of a crystal was exactly taken into account contrary to the short-range part where the expansion in powers of 6 was used.
To check a computer programme it is convenient to use the chalcopyrite lattice with 6 = 0, y = 1, establish their correspondence with the experimental frequencies. Such a qualitative analysis can serve as a basis for deriving of force constants T, X , y, z, u and ion charges from the least-squares fitting to the n = ij.
experimental spectrum. Parameters of the model were found with the help of a computer as the values of the variables which correspond to the minimum of a function The remaining matrices can be derived using the symmetry relations. The numerical values of quanti- (5) ties expressed in letters are listed in table I. Coulomb f matrices which correspond to the values y and 6 for the real crystals differ from (4) by the small quantities of order 6 and (1 -y). For the sake of accuracy the calculations were performed using a different values of Evald's breaking parameter (sf [13] ).
The calculated dynamical matrix can be reduced to the quasi-diagonal form with the help of symmetry coordinates given in [g] . However, representations r,, r, and I', yield secular determinants of 3th, 4th and 7th order respectively which cannot be solved in an analytical way. Thus the frequencies were calculated by diagonalization of the whole dynamical matrix. Polarization vectors were calculated in the long-wave limit and were used for the symmetry analysis of the calculated frequencies.
Some qualitative information can be obtained by
e,* can be taken from the calculations in references [9-1 l ] for A"'BY, A"BY1 -nearest analogues 11 IY Y 1 I11 YI of A B C 2 and A B C compounds. Specific features of chalcopyrite are taken into account in such assumptions only through the difference of cation masses and lattice compression in the direction of tetrahedral axis. Even such a crude approximation leads to a qualitative accordance of calculated phonon spectrum with frequencies observed in optical experiments. Analysis of polarization vectors allowes us to determine the longitudinal and transversal modes -which can be IR-active for the light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the tetrahedral c-axis and to where mj'"'' are the frequencies E, B, found in 1R experiments [l, 21, [5, 71, m: he0r are the longitudinal (L) and transversal (T) frequencies of symmetry I', and f, obtained by the diagonalization of the dynamical matrix in our model taking into consideration the real structure of crystals. A condition of the degeneracy of (L) and (T) modes was introduced into T, and I', frequencies which were not observed in the experiments.
The above method was applied to the investigation of ZnSiP,, CdGeP, and CuAlS, crystals. The values of the parameters in the nearest binary analogues [9-121 (neglecting the interaction of second neighbours) were adopted as initial parameters of chalcopyrite for the minimization procedure. IR-active frequencies for ZnSiP, and CdGeP, from the latest works [ l ] and [6] were taken as oj""". The minimization off for CuAIS, was performed on the basis of reference [7] in two versions. The version a) used only IR-active frequencies as cog"". In the addition to a) we took into account two low-frequency modes T, and I ' , observed in RS as ogxP' in the version b). 
are listed too, n being the number of experimental frequencies used for fitting (degenerate modes considered as distinct ones). Calculated force constants turned out to be close to the parameters of the nearestneighbours interaction in binary analogues. We illustrate this closeness giving the example of ZnSiP,. The parameter u influences only the position of frequency which is TR-inactive and was not used for the parameter fitting. Therefore hereafter u = 0 for all compounds. As it is seen from table I1 the second asymmetry parameter z is small in comparison with A , X, y. If we neglccted this clsymmetry of bonds together with the corrections on the tetrahedral compression and the shift of anions from the ideal positions (that is put y = 1, 6 = u = z = 0) we would get sphalerite type matrices for the bonds. The quantities ( A -y) and (X -y) for Zn-P bond, ( A + y) and (X + y)
for the Si-P bond would play the role of sphalerite parameters a and , 4 (sf [9-121). The Zn-P bond Midfrequency group o, ,,,,,, , ( a ,,,, ,,,, in ZnSiP,) has a dipole character mainly owing to the displacement of a heavier cation with respect to anions. The essential contribution in the above vibrations (up to 50 0/,) belongs to the symmetry coordinates with zero dipole moment (sf 181). 1R-activity of the remaining frequencies is mainly caused by the mutual displacement of cations. Experimental data are shown in the same (central) part of the figures. Heavy dots and squares in figure 2 show experimental values of IR-active frequencies taken from [3, 41 , crosses represent IR-frequencies from [2] and triangles are the frequencies from [l] , the latter being used as oYP' in the minimizing off. In figure 3 squares and triangles denote IR-frequencies from references [5, 61, the latter being used to fit parameters. In figure 4 triangles exhibit values of IR and RS frequencies from [7] . The symmetry interpretation according to references [l- (A) and ( X ) are the experimental values of infrared-active frequencies taken from infrared reflectivity [l] and [2] . (e) and (m) show Raman scattering frequencies from 13, 41. Light dots represent calculated frequencies.
relations here. In the direction A a unique classification can be given, at the point T one can identify the representation 7 , which splits in A-direction. Representations (7, @ 7,) and (7, @3 7,) turn into ( A , + A,) and cannot be distinguished by compatibility relations.
At the point N a double degenerate representation NI exists. In R-direction a possible symmetry notation of branches is presented. An interesting feature of the calculated spectra is the presence of forbidden bands. The calculated values of parameters enable us to calculate oscillator strengths for the dipole frequencies and components of static dielectric tensor. In the reference [l71 an expression for the low-frequency dielectric tensor of insulators was derived where E~, ( C O ) is the high-frequency dielectric tensor 4 n AZ?~. AZ'"'? eZ(s I j n ) e,,(s1 I jn)
J G G A comparison of expressions for the macroscopic electric field in our model with that in reference [l71 gives us k being the phonon wave vector. Hence e,* can be considered as a screened ion charge. According to the symmetry one gets S,,(j) can be considered as an oscillator strength associated with jth mode for the light polarized along the R-axis. Results of calculations for ZnSiP,, CdGeP, and CuAIS, are listed in table IV. Good agreement between theoretical and experimental values of oscillator strengths is worthnoting. Frequencies which were not observed in experimental works used as references in table IV should be discussed separately. In the reference [2] the peculiarity in the absorption on ZnSiP, was discovered as a sharp peak at a frequency w = 460 cm-'. In the reflection the peculiarity was found at the frequency w = 464 cm-'. These frequencies are quite close to the calculated o = 459 cm-'. Oscillator strengths are comparatively small for the remaining r, and r, frequencies not observed in IR experiments. Discrepancies between the calculated and measured values of oscillator strengths are probably due to absence of phonon damping in our -----ZnSiP, 11.1 [l] 12.3 [3] 40) (unpolarized light) -CdGeP, 12.13 11.76 [6] 12.72
12.27 [6] 16.1 + 0.3 [5] CuAIS, 6 .60 6.45 [7] 6.70 6.73 [7] model. Besides it should be noted that polarization vectors used in this calculation are reproduced with a greater errors than the frequencies themselves. Frequencies observed in RS but 1R-inactive were not used as myP' in the minimization procedure. Quantitative discrepancies between theoretical and experimental values attain 50 cm-' for such modes and are to be associated with the imperfection of the model. One should note that discrepancies between values of IR [l, 21 and RS [3, 41 modes for ZnSiP, are of the same order of magnitude. Calculated values of static dielectric tensor are in the good agreement with the experimerit (Table V) . However since the experimental values of E , were used in the calculations one should note the agreement between the theoretical and experimental differences of static and high-frequency dielectric tensors. In conclusion it is to be noted that calculated phonon spectra of ZnSiP,, CdGeP, and CuAIS, are expected to be useful together with reference [21] in the analysis of inelastic neutron scattering in these crystals.
